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Jesus heals the whole person 



1 Exteriority-

Interiority -

Theological Anthropology- We are made in the image of God. 
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Theological Anthropology

The Woman with an Issue of

Blood, Mark 5:25-34

John 9:1-7

Jesus heals a man born blind. 
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Trauma, from the greek word Traumikos took on a meaning beyond
just a physical wound, as a wound to the soul in 19th Century
France. 

(Pslam 147:3)- He heals the brokenhearted and binds up their
wounds.
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“I sat with my anger

long enough until she

told me her real name

was grief.”

― C.S. Lewis

the rubber hits the road with our lived emotions 



But then what do you do

with grief?

That depends on worldview.

Grief is particularly deep,

regarding loss and death. 



Worldview is like this... but on the inside

an internal support - in the case of the christian

worldview, built on truth  (which means it has

purchase on real life). 

note: a worldview is not the same as a perspective.

within the christian worldview there is room, indeed,

desire for diversity - for every every tribe, nation

and tongue. 

The core is that: the christian worldview sees the

world as jesus sees it. with love and healing. JEsus is

at the core. 

EXodus 14:14 - Stand still and I will fight for you



 worldview matters

God

Others

Ourselves

WorldUs

 each major type of worldview attempts to answer these questions.  

origin    - Where do i come from?

meaning  - Does my life have meaning and value?

morality - How should humans be treated and valued?

destiny - Where am I going?

The Christian worldview reveals a more primary starting place.. 4 dimensions of relationships

world

God



what impacts how we engage with big emotions?

identify emotions

worldview

(understand/attempt to)

relationships

(The foundation)



Keystones for engaging life’s big questions from the christian worldview

Origin - Made in Gods image. you are designed well- perfectly. 

meaning - you have meaning and purpose. life is not random and meaningless.

morality- the value and meaning of each human life demands that we treat

all others with the same level of respect and love. 

destiny- You have a hope and a future. there is a restoration of all things.



disconnection and disorientation - worldview matters

Worldview helps us sort through our emotions. This is why
trauma is so disruptive. Trauma (a total rupture of our
understanding), can shatter or strain our understanding of the world
(which is under construction). THIS IS DISORIENTATING, ripping us
from these foundations (like feet off the ground). 
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the worldview that we stand on

impacts our resilience 

building resilience 

A strong foundation helps us  with

re-calibration 



2
Take Away: 

1) The importance of taking seriously the spiritual

world and this dimension of our anthropology. 

2) That healthy spiritual engagement can help

build resiliency/ and aid rebuilding - especially a

sense of place and safety. 

how resilient is the dominant modern “Enlightement” worldview?

1
The modern world that make us today more susceptible to
the totality of such ruptures (trauma) of understanding and
disorientation. 

The dominant, modernist worldview is severely emaciated. It
is thin, reductionistic and fragile understanding of the world-
It’s got a really small base!  (It’s lopped off spiritual, anything
it does not fully understand as if that means it doesn’t exist).
You can see how that logic may be flawed!

the worldview that we stand on

impacts our resilience 



There is a growing

understanding of the

significance of our

spiritual lives. 

Only the Christian

Worldview has Jesus as

the center. 

All worldviews/or

spiritual beliefs are not

the same...

This is hugely

significant in relation to

mental health, including

anxiety and trauma. 



3 ways the christian worldview

uniquely addresses trauma and

suffering 

The Christian worldview is unique in engaging suffering-

i) Reason (fall- rupture- tapestry fraying) without
Justification. 
ii) Presence - brother in suffering, with Jesus at the cross
going to the crux, the heart of it all.
iii) Future hope.

Trauma is understood as “death” interrupting life, 
while Jesus brings (or interposes) life in the midst of death.
 

While trauma traps us, frozen (“under siege”) in the past... 

The Gospel Liberates us - frees the captives. In this case, from
the isolation and torture of the past and into hope for the
future.   (EUANGELION). Jesus can anchor us into this future.
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A Christian worldview with JEsus at the

center can help re-orientate us. 

It can help us get our feet under us again. 

Let’s look at an example.

Building resilency 

1

the worldview that we stand on

impacts our resilience. 

Even if we are pushed and loose our

footing, it provides a firm footing

to help steady oneself upon.  

NOTHING is a magic bullet, and in this broken world we do
sometimes experience overwhelming force and grief... 

But with a wider base that appreciates all aspects of our humanity
including our spiritual health, we have much greater resilience. 

ONe of the most important gifts, or tools we could ever give out children!



getting back is so much easier with solid foundations- and support  
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ENCOURAGEMENT:

 re-connection and re-orientation

I am known anD

appreciated by people

who are not part of my

biological family. 

These are People that

don’t “have” to love me

and yet they do!

I can even make a mess! 

I now have a family all

over the world. 

I belong.

I am not alone.  

The extraordinary is built in the ordinary- ordinary but significant habits. 



Let’s look at Contemporary thought regarding healing from trauma, anxiety and

other mental health challenges. 

Doing so will help us reveal the value of the specifically christian insight and

message.   

1. contemporary scholarship - the value of the body 

2. contemporary scholarship - rhythm & REsynchronization

Then I shall conclude. 



1.   contemporary scholarship - the value of the body

2.  contemporary scholarship - rhythm This core text WAS a major

counterpoint to the

enlightenment worldview

that we talked about

earlier.

VAn der Kolk’s work

unlocks even more

understanding for why (to

heal and rescue us), Jesus

came in the flesH;  embodied.

the scientific/academic

world is playing catch up

...again. 



 Practical take aways: 1.

Jesus heals the whole person, so the whole person is important when considering how we

are designed to heal- even wounds to the soul. 

> The body and creation matters.

> Spiritual rhythms  that also engage the physical - like communion - can be very valuable

.

This is where AWE and WONDER fit really well. 



1. contemporary scholarship - the value of the body 

2. contemporary scholarship about time, rhythm and resynchronization.

German Psychiatrist and

Philosopher, Thomas Fuchs,

defines trauma in this way: as the

desynchronization… the falling out

of time/synchornization after

traumatic rupture. 

Traumatic rupture tears us away
from the fabric of relationships (to
which we were synchronized) and
allows us to fall down a rabbit hole,
like Alice in Wonderland, but into a
painful echo chamber of the past. 
Caught, frozen there -
suspended/isolated - unable to
flourish, unable to truly live. 



This is what I want us to see: 

If De-synchronization is the problem, re-synchronization is the solution. 

Jesus’ outstretched arm, pulling us out of the pit, invites us to take part in a

future hope that one can resynchronize to now. 

even if everything else is stripped away,  God can still be there... closer that

your heartbeat. (“you were closer to me than I am to myself.”- St. Augustine).

Even friends or family may not be able to reach the depths of your heart. But

he can. 

And this rhythm can be like a pace-maker - gently shocking our heart Back into

health and life.  From FROZEN, TO MOVING FOrWARD AGAIN- with a hope and a future,

a future God has already marked out. 



“Surfing” the East Australian Current - Finding nemo

from frozen (fight, flight or freeze), to flourishing. 

NEMO EXAMPLE



This is all great news, 

Because even when, as a parent, I can’t get through...

Whether they are little and have locked themsleves in a bedroom, 

or big, away at university and turning inwards...

Jesus can be.

The holy spirit can impress upon their spirit. 

He is close, and he can resurrect hearts. 

Bring love, joy, peace, presence, hope.

PRACTICALLY 

We can pray that they might deeply know the presence of God. 

In fact,  it is a privilege to pray blessing each night now  over their mind, body

and soul.

tucking your little one into bed with prayer, is a beautiful daily rhythm. 

One I argue that you will never regret. It also affords time to help process.



FOUNDATIONS 

A Christian worlDview is very important for rebuilding and resiliency

NOt all worldviews are the same.

regular rhythms of church help build this worldview even if every week is not

spectacular!

The extraordinary is built through “ordinary ”but significant habits. 

 

JEsus heals the whole person.

(Psalm 107:20) -He sent forth His word and healed them; He rescued them from the

Pit.

Finally.... Play & Pray! 

Jesus heals the whole person, so too, the whole person is important when

considering how we are designed to heal- even wounds to the soul like trauma, or

when we are stuck in flight, flight or freeze with anxiety. 

Conclusion 

https://biblehub.com/psalms/107-20.htm

